I. CALL TO ORDER (11:10 am)

A. Public Comment
   None

B. Approval of Agenda
   A motion was made to approve the day’s agenda.

   M/S/U

C. Approval of Minutes from April 7, 2008 and April 21, 2008
   A motion was made to approve the minutes from the April 7, 2008 and April 21, 2008 meetings.

   M/S/U Atchison/Montejano
   The motion passed
II. PRESIDENT’S REPORT

A. Announcements
Chris announced that, due to the work-to-contract action, there are not enough members in place to form the selection committee for the Distinguished Faculty award. The hope is that, by the time the fall semester begins, work action will have ended and we can move forward with choosing the Distinguished Faculty member. It is felt if a recipient is not chosen by September 30th there would be no award for 2008-09 since the award recipient typically attends events and responsibilities to attend throughout an academic year.

Chris explained because there is no quorum the senators cannot vote on the nominations for replacement senate officers. Initially there are two individuals nominated, however one, Jennifer Carmean, has withdrawn her name. This leaves one candidate, Devon Atchison. This item will return for action in the fall semester.

B. Status of current senate business
Chris announced that the business of the Academic Senate has concluded it’s work for the 2007-08 academic year and this would be the last Senate meeting until Fall 2008.

C. Basic Skills Initiative update
Chris thanked the Basic Skills Task Force for the tremendous job they did in developing an action plan. In the fall of 2008 there will be a steering committee in place with a plan coming back to the senate for approval. The 2007-08 expenditure and action plans were submitted on May 1st.

D. Accreditation update
Chris updated the senate on the accreditation process for Grossmont College. She gave an overview of how the accreditation process works once a college receives warning issues. Most importantly it was stated that Grossmont College was reaffirmed with conditions. Grossmont must submit a progress report that is due in October 2008 with a final report due in October 2009. Grossmont must show a move toward correcting the deficiencies. If there is no movement toward improvement there could be possible sanctions. For example, 11% of our courses have SLOs, we need for that number to be at 50% by October 2008. Each department will need to work very hard in moving forward on SLOs. Once the work-to-contract action has been lifted work will commence toward this goal. It was felt within the group there is much work to be done but it can be accomplished. Laura Burger suggested that with reassigned time department chairs could possibly work on this project. It was also felt by some that work can be done behind the scenes on generating the SLOs with no work actually turned in until such time the work to contract issues have been settled.

III. COMMITTEE REPORTS

A. Distance Learning – Diane Mayne-Stafford
Diane reported there will be reduced workshops for Distance Learning, though there will be more on the Blackboard site. We are very reactive on this campus, if we want to fight for the future we must become more proactive, this will help us get the resources needed for our programs.

IV. ACTION ITEMS

A. Approval of Academic Rank
Because there was no quorum no action could be taken. With apologies to those affected faculty members, Chris explained that this item will return for action when the senate reconvenes in the fall.
V. INFORMATION ITEMS

A. Colleague Training

Chris was asked if more Colleague training would be available for adjunct faculty. Chris asked the senators to instruct the faculty members needing training to please go to the online tutorial for help. If this is not helpful enough department chairs should contact her by email with the number of individuals who need more training. She will look into the possibility of holding more classes.

VI. OTHER

Meeting was adjourned at 12:15 p.m.

*The next meeting to be held in Fall 2008
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